Carousel Sliding Shower Chair
PHB3300
Assembly and Instruction Manual

**Step 1.** Remove parts from box and take out of plastic bags.

**Step 2.** Insert the two bent legs into frame of shower chair. Insert until the copper tension spring buttons pop out of holes. Note: only two tension spring buttons will show. The other two tension spring buttons need to be pressed so the leg slides into the tube.

**Step 3.** Insert each frame leg into one of the four height adjustable feet. **Note:** The rubber feet can be adjusted to the contour of the tub.
Step 4. Insert the backrest into the frame of the sliding chair until the spring tension buttons engage in the hole.

Step 5. Adjust legs so they will best accommodate floor heights and desired height for client. Legs are adjustable to the $\frac{1}{2}$ inch by pushing the spring tension buttons.

Steps of Operation

Step 1. Press the black button to engage the sliding chair. Slide the chair until it locks into place. To rotate chair push down on the red lever and it will allow the chair to rotate. Chair will lock into place every 90 degrees.
**Step 2.** Prior to showering push red lever under seat and turn the chair so the chair is facing the client. Once client is seated and strapped into the chair, push the red lever and have the client rotate into the tub one foot at a time. Once rotated push the black button under the seat. This will disengage the seat so it can slide into the tub. Slide the chair until it locks into place.
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**Step 3.** The adjustable lap strap must be worn during the transfer and showering process.
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**Step 4.** Upon exiting the tub push the black button to engage the sliding chair. Slide the chair until it locks. Once the chair locks into place, the red lever can be pressed to rotate the chair. Unlatch the seatbelt and exit the chair.
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Note:
The Carousel Sliding Shower Chair can also be used in a shower as shown here. The functionality is the same whether used in a shower or bathtub.

NOT SLIDING EASILY? -HOW TO FIX
Please note that a light lubricant is applied to horizontal rails that the chair slides on. This lubricant is applied at the factory before the item is shipped out. Sometimes this lubricant can evaporate if high temperatures occur during the shipping process. If your chair is not sliding easily, simply APPLY A LIGHT COATING OF WD40 LUBRICANT to both horizontal rails. This will rectify the problem.